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ProfilGate®

Tire cleaning unit ProfilGate® (patented) 
Dirt transportation from tires into sensible areas is very often underestimated. First of all the  
entrance zones will be contaminated and following vehicles will then spread the dirt further into 
the production areas. With ProfilGate® cleaning grates soiling problems can be eliminated directly 
at the entrance zones.

The grates have a height of 45mm and can be mounted at ground level or above ground level and 
be accessed via flat ramps. This way a forced passage can be set up easily which all vehicles have 
to pass.

Hot-dipped grates with special brushes are placed inside stainless-steel bins, which collect the 
brushed off dirt. The particular angle of the special brushes automatically clean all kind of tire 
treads mechanically when crossing the grates. Electricity is not necessary.
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Cleaning units

 Width Length Height Format Weight 
  driving direction   kg

ProfilGate® grates are available in these standard sizes (mm):

 324 976 45 S 21

 702 976 45 M 39

 1.012 976 45 L 51

 1.212 976 45 XL 58
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HEUTE also produces accessible cleaning gates as well as 
passable units, which are driven electrically, depending on the 
operating range. Our gates can avoid forklift trucks or other 
vehicles from transporting dirt from their tires or rolls into or 
out of a production area. Before entering a sensitive area, 
each vehicle must pass the cleaning gate, which is fixed into 
the ground. 

Cleaning units accessible 
afoot or passable

Mounted at ground levelEasy cleaning of the 
stainless steel bins

Access via flat ramps for above ground  
level mounting

Up to 10 tons of load-
bearing capacity

Can easily be integrated into existing 
driveways

Cleaning method protected by patents

Cleaning units




